
Support ‘Bring Your Own 
Operator’ with Seamless Number 
Inventory Management 

Serve growing demand for numbers across multiple markets with a single  
API-enabled platform 

Bring Your Own Operator models like Operator Connect are increasing demand for simple and seamless 
number inventory management solutions. Operators that are enabling Teams, Zoom or any other calling 
platform need connect enterprises and assign phone numbers to users. 

The Telesmart platform enables operators to manage all of their numbers across markets in one platform and 
access inventory on-demand instead of holding unused numbers. Operators can seamlessly integrate the 
platform into its existing systems with APIs and make it easy to monetise numbers while serving enterprise 
demand for Teams, Zoom and other calling platforms. 

Benefits 
 
Bring Your Own Numbers 
On-line provisioning for your inventory, add existing/
new providers, customers and enable immediate 
revenue generation opportunities.

API integration for customers and suppliers 
Seamlessly integrate widgets and features for 
specific customer needs and compliance. Easily 
share inventory with ecosystem partners.

Simple & Seamless Model 
Our platform is designed to be easy to adopt, quick 
to deploy, and simple to manage. 

Optimised User Experience 
We focus on removing complexity to give users an 
e-commerce experience when procuring number and 
messaging services.

A Risk-Free Revenue Opportunity 
Users can rapidly monetise the growing opportunity 
in Bring Your Own Operator with no upfront costs.

A Trusted Platform 
Our platform is built for users by users with decades 
of experience in serving the largest consumers of 
global numbers.

Dynamic Provider Status 
When you use Telesmart.io, you don’t need to hold 
expensive inventory. You can access numbers from 
partners as and when you need them.
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Get in touch to learn about how we can 
help you to monetise in the opportunity 
in global numbers:

sales@telesmart.io

LinkedIn


